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Written version of ShivBaba’s murli vcd 1175 (the l evel of Raja Yogis) 
Cass 1661 Murli 30.8.68 Class on 1.10.09 in Hyderab ad Andra Pradesh 
 
The text of the murli  

The morning class of August 30th 1968 was discussed. The topic, ‘Renounce all the bodily relationships, consider yourselves to be souls and 
remember me the Father and [then] your sins of many births will be burnt to ashes’ in the middle of the third page was discussed. “There is only one Father 
who liberates you from the sins of [your] many births. At this time all in the world commit only sins. Wherever you look, everyone experiences the results of 
deeds (karmbhog). They experience [the results of] sins that they committed in previous births. This is the account of 63 births, isn’t it? The celestial 
degrees decrease little by little. There is the unlimited day and the unlimited night. [People] have to stumble a lot during the unlimited night. At this time the 
entire world and especially Bharat are under the omen of Rahu. There is the eclipse [caused] by Rahu, meaning there is the eclipse [caused] by Ravan. 
The Father is the Husband of the Tree. The Father is the Seed, the Husband of the Tree. You become complete in 16 celestial degrees through him. 
Previously you were complete in 16 celestial degrees; no degree has remained in you now. Now you are becoming satopradhān once again. You also 
understand this that only the humans pass through 84 births.’ Do all the humans pass [through 84 births]? So, why was it said that only the humans pass 
through 84 births? There are 5 billions humans in the world. Do all of them pass through 84 births? No, not all of them. Then what? Did [Baba] tell lies 
[saying] that only the humans pass through 84 births? The progeny of Manu are called ‘humans’ (manushya). In the today’s world there are 5 billions 
humans, but actually not all of them are the progeny of Manu. The one who uses his mind 100% is called ‘Manu’. ‘Manu’ means ‘Brahma’. Since Brahma 
exists in practice, the progeny of Brahma should be also called ‘Brahmins’ meaning ‘humans’ (manushya) [living] in practice. What is the population of the 
humans listening to the murlis directly face to face [with the Father]? What is the population of the ones who pass through 84 births, through the full 84 
births? 900 thousands. Won’t those who will be born in the Golden Age as children pass through 84 births? They also pass through 84 births. It doesn’t 
matter that they don’t churn themselves, they enter someone else and their churning goes on. ‘The Father has explained that the soul and the Supreme 
Soul have been separated for a long time. You are the first one who separate. And you have come playing your roles while being separated.’ It is about 
which time? You are first to separate. When do you separate? You separated already in the beginning of the yagya. The souls in the spiritual stage 
separated in the beginning. Now you have come again to play [your] roles. So, this is the praise of the Confluence Age, ‘The soul and the Supreme Soul 
have been separate for a long time; a wonderful meeting took place, when the agent in the form of the Supreme Guru was met.’ The Supreme Guru 
(Satguru) is not met at the beginning. The role of the Supreme Guru is a role of the final time. Look, how wonderful is your meeting. This is the meeting of 
souls and the Supreme Soul. Now, you become beautiful from the dark ones black ones. That is why Krishna is also called ‘Dark Beautiful One’ [Shyam 
Sundar]. Why was ‘also’ applied? It is your praise as well as Krishna’s praise. ‘Really, [people] on the path of devotion make Krishna dark. He has sat on 
the pyre of lust, so they have shown its indication.’  When did he sit [on the pyre of lust]. He was shown black as the praise [i.e. memorial] of which time? 
[Students are saying: The end of the Iron Age.] The end of the Iron Age? The memorials on the path of devotion are memorials of which time. They are 
memorials of the Confluence Age. ‘So, they really make him black. However, the human intellect doesn’t work at all. They show Krishna black and Radha 
fair.’ It concerns which time? Are! If they are dark, should both of them be dark or should one be dark and another one fair? Hm? It concerns the 
Confluence Age. One is a bead of the Vijay Mala and another one is a bead of the Rudra Mala. The beads of the Rudra Mala, the Father’s children are the 
children being raja yogis; they learn raja yoga and become kings for many births. First, they become fair kings of the satopradhān world; later on they 
become tamsi kings of the tamorpadhān world. When they become tamsi, they become very immoral (vyabhicari). ‘So, now you are making spiritual efforts 
to become fair.’ Radha is not dark at all, so she doesn’t receive the advanced knowledge first. She will come at the end and will go fast. ‘[The Father] 
enables you to make spiritual efforts so much, so that you will become fair. You will become this, only if you make spiritual efforts to become satopradhān. 
There is no question of any trouble in this. This is also the knowledge of the Gita, through which you are learning raja yoga. And it is the Father who sits and 
narrates this knowledge to you. You listen to this knowledge in the Confluence Age; then, this knowledge disappears almost completely. It doesn’t matter 
that on the path of devotion [people] will read the Gita and transmit it to the others; that one is the Gita written by humans beings. They can’t narrate original 
knowledge of the Gita, the knowledge of God. That [Gita] is a book for the path of devotion. That is the knowledge of books. No religious guru reads a book 
when they come. They speak through the mouth. So, when the Supreme Father Supreme Soul comes, he narrates the knowledge of the Gita orally. There 
are many materials for the path of devotion. There are so many scriptures. Look, [people] have made only the Mahabharata so long. By doing like this, by 
practicing devotion they have fallen so low! The soul becomes black. They go to the temple of Ram; they have made Ram black too. They have made the 
child Krishna black too. Now, the child is satopradhān. The child is called ‘mahātmā’ [great soul]. They show Ram black, Krishna black and even Shiva 
black. So, one should think why they make them black. Why do they make them black? Ram is black, Krishna is also black and Shiva lingam is black too. 
Shiva lingam is a memorial of whom? [A student is saying something.] Is it a memorial of the incorporeal one? Is the incorporeal one also black or fair? The 
incorporeal one doesn’t become black or fair; he doesn’t enter the cycle of birth and death. So, why have [people] shown Shiva lingam black? The lingam 
is a memorial of the corporeal one. And the point inlaid in this lingam is a memorial of the incorporeal Supreme Father Supreme Soul that is beyond the 
cycle of birth and death. So, it is not about showing the point black. The one who the point enters becomes black and fair. And the soul of Krishna takes 
support in the same one and studies the teaching, enters the cycle of the shooting. It is about the Confluence Age. So, they [i.e. Krishna and the one in 
whose body he takes support] have to come in the colour of the company of many. The souls of Ram and Krishna are not the Supreme Father; they are not 
God who can’t be influenced by the colour of the company. They are also influenced by the colour of the company and they are influenced by the colour of 
many. In the Confluence Age the Supreme Father Supreme Soul comes to this world of creation; he makes the souls of Ram and Krishna instruments. He 
takes the permanent chariot or he makes [one of them] the temporary chariot; yet, is Shiva influenced by the colour of the company or are Ram and 
Krishna influenced? The souls of Ram and Krishna despite being in the Confluence Age, despite being in the company of the Father are influenced by the 
colour of the company [of the others]. So, will their celestial degrees decrease all the time or will they increase? What will be the result? Are! If someone is 
in the company of one or two or four or eight, he can still control his personal spiritual efforts. If he is influenced by the colour of the company of many, to 
what extent will he control his personal spiritual efforts? However, does everything what happens, happens for the benefit of the world or does it happens 
for the selfishness of Ram and Krishna’s souls? It happens for the benefit of the world. That is why it doesn’t matter to what extent those souls become 
tamopradhān in the shooting period, finally the Supreme Father Supreme Soul is revealed in the world through those children with his all power. The 
children try to reveal the Father. Among those children there might be Ram and Krishna or the eight deities or 108 or 16 108 – all make attempts to reveal 
before the world the incorporeal Father that has come. However, do the children have so much power that they would be able to reveal the most secret 
Father before the world? Are the children tamopradhān or satopradhān? They are tamopradhān. The tamopradhān soul can’t do service of revealing God. 
Yes, it has been said, ‘If the children are courageous, the Father helps them.’ Till now the children haven’t managed to reveal the Father despite having 
engaged all their power… 70-71 years have passed. And there is still time in the future to make spiritual efforts. They won’t be able to reveal him. However, 
the children who are courageous… They also have to be courageous to make war with Maya… The Father helps those children. The Father reveals those 
children and he makes them instruments to give proofs of the revelation of the Father. So, it is said, ‘The sons show the Father and the Father shows sons.’ 
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The Father reveals the children number wise before the world and the children become instruments in revealing the Father. Otherwise, the tamopradhān 
children don’t have power to reveal the Father. The children play completely black roles. At the end, a handful of children emerge [i.e. pass] in the final 
examination [made] by Maya. They are called ‘the ones who have passed’ in [various] mala. So, all become darker and darker. It is also said, ‘Kali from 
Calcutta’. It is not that only the men become black and the mothers, virgins don’t become black. The mothers and virgins also become black.  That is why 
Mahakali has been shown with many arms. Then there is also Mahagauri.i However, Gauri, [meaning] Radha can’t be compared with anyone. Radha is 
called ‘Maharani’, all the other devi are called ‘Patrani’.ii ‘[People] say ‘Mother, Mother’ and are so bothered, so confused because of Kali. So, see, this one 
has been shown to be the darkest.’ Who? Who has been shown darker than Ram and Krishna? Mahakali has been shown extremely black. And [people] 
show her very fearsome. What? They show Mahakal very fearsome. Are they more afraid of him or are they more afraid of Mahakali? They are very afraid 
of Mahakali. What do they call the gathering that she sustains? Hm? They are scared [of her]; that’s why they call her ‘He Ai Bibi’. Who came? Bibi! Miya 
and Bibi are in which religion? They are in the Muslim Religion. That Mahakal is Miya and Mahakali is Bibi. [Those children] spend years on making 
spiritual efforts and there is no improvement. When Kali assumes the form of Mahakali they stand up in spiritual efforts immediately. Bhaybin ho in priti 
gusai. They show her so fearsome. Yet, they call her ‘Mother’. Are! Should the mother be the embodiment of love or should she be frightening? Hm? She 
should be the embodiment of love. Yet, Brahma is not worshipped at all. Was Brahma the embodiment of love or was he frightening? He was the 
embodiment of love. He was the embodiment of tolerance. Yet, Brahma is not worshipped; [people] don’t make pictures of Brahma, they don’t make idols 
of Brahma, they don’t build temples of Brahma, they don’t even remember Brahma. So, are love and tolerance bad traits? Are! What did Brahma show in 
his life? He showed the special qualities of the mother, but what was the mistake? Where was the mistake? This was the mistake. There are more spoilt 
ones in the world and there are very few good ones. There are also very few those who can reform themselves. So, one has to take out ghī [clarified butter] 
with a crooked finger. The work can’t be done with only love. The world doesn’t become better through only love. Along with establishment destruction is 
needed too. Establishment takes place through purity; destruction takes place through impurity. ‘Now look, you yourselves are these frightening mothers.’ 
To whom was it said? You. Not those ones. To whom does he say ‘you’? Does he say it to the beads of the Rudra Mala or does he say it to the Moon 
Dynasty? He says to the Rudra Mala children of the Sun Dynasty, ‘You yourselves are these frightening mothers’, who become beads of the Rudra Mala 
number wise. ‘Otherwise, tell [me] who are they? You have these arrows of knowledge, these sword of knowledge. However, those [people] have given 
you these weapons [i.e. physical weapons]. Now, there is no question of physical weapon.’ What do people do with the sword? What do they do with the 
physical sword? They chop heads off. ‘[People] have shown all these indications.’ When a head is chopped off, the soul and body separate. These are 
unlimited things. This is about the sword of knowledge. It is you that narrate this knowledge in practice. God descends to this world, he comes as the 
Ocean of Love, yet the world doesn’t reform. That is why you are praised as conquerors of devils. Actually, at the beginning they offered humans to Kali. 
Today, they offer goats. What does it mean? The children who are making spiritual efforts fall down while making spiritual efforts, but when they narrate 
knowledge to the others, narrate it in arrogance. Arrogance increases in them, ‘We are very knowledgeable; we are making great spiritual efforts; we are 
high Brahmins; we have sustained purity.’ Actually, it is not like that the tamopradhān soul makes spiritual efforts. Nothing like this! Children have the 
feeling of veneration and they develop courage on the basis of that veneration. Those tamopradhān children who become courageous receive help from 
the Supreme Soul and BadDada. Bap&Dada themselves enter those children and have them make spiritual efforts. Like in the case of the small children, 
the father catches them by the finger and guides. In the same way, the Supreme Father Supreme Soul have the entire spiritual efforts made by the 
children. So, sacrificing this ‘I’ (main) is shown in the form of the sacrifice for Kali. [People] offer her goats. The goats make sound ‘main, main’ [meaning 
‘it’s me, it’s me’] doesn’t it? ‘I have done so much, I have done so much’, however they have done nothing at all. They couldn’t even change themselves, 
so how will they change the world? Someone boats, places the hand on his chest, ‘I have changed myself’. Will he raise his hand and say, ‘I [myself] have 
made this transformation’? Are! We will transform the world, only if we first have transformed ourselves. Or will we transform the world first? First is our own 
transformation, later on the transformation of the world. First, we should die ourselves. There is the praise of it ‘Ap mue mar gayī duniyā.’ One has to die 
renouncing body consciousness. So, Mahakali takes offerings of the humans saying ‘it’s me, it’s me’ (‘main main’) like this. ‘Earlier they used to make 
offerings of humans. Now, the government has prohibited it.’ Now, [people] don’t make offerings of humans. They sacrifice goats. Earlier, when they were 
making offerings of humans, they used to call it ‘adamkhor’, [meaning] the ones who eat human flesh.’ What is this body consciousness? It is flesh! So, 
what kind of bhogiii is offered in the temple of Kali? The bhog of flesh and alcohol is offered there. That alcohol is physical. This is the lusty dagger of the 
eyes. That flesh is physical. This is the flesh of body consciousness. ‘Previously there was no temple of Devi in Sindh.’ It was said about Hyderabad in 
Sindh. ‘When a bomb exploded, a Brahmin came. He said, ‘Say “the victory of Kali!” Mother Kali said, “there is no temple of me in Sindh; build a temple for 
me quickly; otherwise, more bombs will explode.” That’s it; a lot of money were gathered in Sindh and a temple was built. Now see, how many temples 
have been built! There are lots of lies.’ Why was the example of Sindh mentioned? What name was the king living in Sindh given in the scriptures? 
Jarasindhi. ‘Jara’ means ‘the old ones from Sindh’. Those ‘old ones from Sindh’, you may call them Jarasindhi, you may call them Kansi, you may call them 
Duryodhan, you may call them Ravan, worship which devi? Do they worship Gauri [the fair one] or do they worship Kali? The community of Ravan worship 
Kali. ‘So, look, so many temples have been built! This temple, the tradition of building temples of Kali, the tradition of building temples of a single devi starts 
in which yuga? [Students are saying something.] In the Copper Age? Hm? It doesn’t start in the Copper Age. It starts in the Iron Age. When do [people] 
create the effigy of Ravan? They don’t create it in the Copper Age. Does Ravan begin in the Copper Age or is it the middle and end of Ravan in the Copper 
Age. It is [Ravan’s] beginning. Everything in its beginning is satopradhān. Ravan as well as Maya were satopradhān. And Nature, the five elements weren’t 
so tamopradhān either. It will be said that they were sattvik. When the Iron Age starts, Ravan also becomes tamopradhān. When someone becomes very 
tamopradhān and causes a lot of sorrow, [people] create his effigies and burn them. So, in which age do they make the effigy of Ravan to burn it? It starts 
in the Iron Age. The building of temples of Devi also starts in the Iron Age. ‘So, look, the Father explains to you all these things.’ He doesn’t defame anyone. 
He explains things. ‘The Father explains the secret of the drama, “look, how is this cycle of the world created”.’ How is it created? Maya and Ravan also 
become tamopradhān, and after they becoming extremely tamopradhān, Maya shakes hands with the tamopradhān tamsi Nature and they raise [many] 
dolls of female deities (devi). This is the secret of the drama. Whatever you have seen in the basic [knowledge] will happen again now. What have you 
seen? They worship devi, they build temples of single male deities; they worship Ganesh, they worship Hanuman. They worship them and praise them so 
much. They respect them and give them [high] status. They build golden temples for them. And later on? What happened in the basic [knowledge]? What 
did the ones who built for them great palaces when they came to the advanced [knowledge]? Did they maintain the respect and status for those ones or did 
they drown them before the world? They drowned them. So, whatever happened and whatever you have seen, will happen again in the advanced 
[knowledge]. You will again worship single devi. ‘Jay mātā di!’ [the victory of the Mother!] And you will forget the Father. ‘The Father explains this secret of 
the drama. Something that is not [true] is also made up. In the Golden Age it was only the kingdom of this Lakshmi and Narayan.’ Did they belong to the 
path of the pravritti or did they belong to the path of the nivritti?iv Hm? They belonged to the path of the pravritti. The worship of the pravritti is established 
by God. God showed respect to them; he made them masters of the world. Even in today’s world no one defames the ones who God made masters of the 
world. No one defames them in the scriptures either. ‘Now you have understood, “it was our kingdom in the Golden Age.”’ What? Whose kingdom was it? 
It was our kingdom. It was the perfect kingdom. It was the kingdom perfect in 16 celestial degrees. And in the Silver Age? It was the kingdom of Ram. Was 
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it the kingdom of the ones who failed or was it the kingdom of the ones who passed? Hm? The ones who were defeated in the war with Maya have their 
kingdom in the Silver Age. What happens in the Golden and Silver Ages, the same stage of degradation is also visible in the kingdom of Ravan. It doesn’t 
matter that it is the kingdom of Maya, but in the Copper Age she is in the sattvik stage. The same Ravan becomes tamsi in the Iron Age. When Ravan 
becomes tamsi he worships devi. On one side he will worship Shiva, on the other side he will worship devi. ‘So, look, how this cycle is made like. It was our 
kingdom in the Golden Age. Now the Father gives us the same kingdom.’ Which kingdom? The kingdom of the path of the pravritti. The kingdom that 
prevails now in the world of the Brahmins… In the world of which Brahmins? In the world of the basic [knowledge] or in the world of the advanced 
[knowledge]? Hm? Does the kingdom that prevails now belong to the path of the pravritti or does it belong to the path of the nivritti? [Students are saying 
something.] Does this kingdom belong to the path of the pravritti? Where? In the basic [knowledge] or in the advanced [knowledge]? Where is the shooting 
of the path of the pravritti taking place? [Students are saying something.] In the advanced [knowledge]? How? Some have it in their intellects that now the 
kingdom of singles has started; that this is the kingdom of the body conscious Ganesh; that this is the kingdom of Hanuman with a tail. This is the kingdom 
of single deities, because the mother Jagadamba is behind the veil; she can’t be seen; she has disappeared. Since she isn’t visible, is it the kingdom of the 
path of the pravritti or is it the kingdom of the path of the nivritti? What will it be said? [Students: There is the mother of the Sun Dynasty.] There is the 
mother of the Sun Dynasty… All right, and what about the ones that don’t consider themselves to belong to the Sun Dynasty? There will be also some that 
won’t consider themselves to belong to the Sun Dynasty. Don’t the ones who belong to the advanced [knowledge] become converted? Don’t they convert 
to the other parties? Do they or not? They do. Some have converted to the Moon Dynasty. Some have converted to Islam. Some are converting to 
Buddhism. Some are converted to Christianity. Have many parties been created or not? So, this is conversion. Will the form of Ardhanarishvar sit in the 
intellect of the ones who have become converted? It won’t sit. For them is it the kingdom of Ravan or the kingdom of Ram? It is the kingdom of Ravan for 
them. You have to worship Hanuman in the kingdom of Ravan! They will see the one with a tail. The tail is on the level of the waist, isn’t it? So, they will see 
the one with a tail. Body consciousness is in the trunk. What is there in the elephant? The elephant is the only animal that no matter how much someone 
wants to hide its body consciousness, he can’t hide it. Even if it doesn’t do anything, it will stand swinging. So, will it be visible or not? It will be visible. So, 
[people] start to worship single male deities (devtā). It is taking place now. And they also worship single female deities (devi). The form of Mahakali is the 
memorial of their extremely tamsi form. ‘So, it is not our kingdom’ where they worship devi. Where is our kingdom? Where there is worship of only the path 
of the pravritti. This is the satopradhān devotion and that one is the tamopradhān devotion. The ones who have performed the satopradhān worship are 
receiving now the satopradhān knowledge. The satopradhān knowledge means ‘one Father and no one else’. [The children] have to listen to One; they 
shouldn’t listen to anyone else apart from that One. [Such ones] won’t go to anyone’s door and bow their heads. If some bow [their heads] they belong to 
which community? They belong to Ravan’s community of those who become converted. ‘Now you have understood, ‘It is us that we have become [like] 
Narayan from a man (nar se Nārāyan). For this, we have to make spiritual efforts (purushārth).’ What? It has been given the name ‘purushārth’ [literally: for 
the soul]. It is for what? For the soul (purusha). [Meaning] the one sleeping [or taking a rest] in the ‘abode’ (puri), the one being relaxed in the ‘abode’, being 
in bliss, being peaceful, being happy – we have to make spiritual efforts like this. The Confluence Age is the age of elation. Or is it the age of crying? If you 
celebrate the Confluence Age as the age of elation, you yourselves will remain in happiness and you will keep telling the others about happiness. If it is not 
the age of elation, you yourselves will be sorrowful and you will cause sorrow to the others. The tamopradhān soul is sorrowful itself and it causes sorrow 
to the others by telling them lies. It eradicates [their faith]. So, some are the ones who sustain [the others] and some are the ones who chase [the others] 
away. The ones who do the work of chasing [the others] away now, no matter they are seen sitting in the gathering, in the future they themselves will run 
away. Or will they stay? The result of whatever we will do for the others will come before us anyway. The actions performed by us will come before us. So, 
‘the Father says, “now you have understood the secret of the drama”. You will have to make spiritual efforts for this. You have been listening to many 
stories on the path of devotion; the story of the True Narayan, the story of immortality, the story of the third eye opening.’ So, what will be said for now? Has 
the third eye opened now or is it closed? Are! Is there benefit is the opening of the third eye or is there benefit in it remaining closed? Hm? [Students: In the 
opening….] Is there benefit in it opening? Then, those who have created their [separate] ‘houses’… They haven’t created the World Family (vasudev 
kutumbakam). Will those who have created their own houses remain or will they be destroyed? If the third eyes really has opened, what will happen? It will 
come to ‘har har bom bom’. Sometimes a bomb will explode in this city, sometimes a bomb will explode in that city… Bombs will explode again and again 
in the entire world. As the result, it will come to the rage of Nature and earthquakes. When it comes to earthquakes, a lot of buildings, a lot of multi storey 
building will be ruined. Will the household be destroyed, eradicated or will the world of the deities be created? What will happen? It will be eradicated. The 
world that ‘we’ have created will be eradicated. Which world will be revealed in the world? That world which is praised ‘the World Family’ will be revealed 
in the world; [it means] the entire world is our family; there is one controller of that world; it will be ‘administrated’ by one; it will be the kingdom of One; there 
will be one dharm there; there will be one system of opinions there. There won’t be separate household and the ones who have separate systems of 
opinions and we won’t have to follow their various opinions. So, it was said, ‘this story of the third eye, this story of immortality that you have listened to… 
No one has become immortal [by listing to them]. Has anybody become [immortal]? All right, has anybody become immortal in a limited sense? Hm? Will 
anyone say that he has become immortal in a limited sense? No one has become immortal in a limited sense. All right, has anyone become immortal in an 
unlimited sense, so that he would never have doubts in his intellect? Has someone become like this? Hm? [A student: One has become like this.] One has 
become this. So, he should place his hand on the chest and come out in the field to say ‘I have become immortal’. So, it was said, ‘Has anyone become 
immortal?’ Has anyone received the third eye of knowledge? It was asked in the murli. Has anyone received it? Has anyone become immortal? Are! No 
one is giving a answer. It means that no one has become [immortal]. ‘The Father sits and explains this.’ [A student: ShivBaba said in the murlis, ‘These 
eyes of yours are very deceitful…] Yes, these eyes are very deceitful. [Student: ‘I give you the third eye’, this was in the murlis.] Yes. So, have you received 
it? Have [these eyes] stopped deceiving you? Or do sometimes two eyes open and the third eye closes. Will these two eye work when the third is open? 
Will the powerful eye work or will the deceiving eyes work? Either the third eye will work or the deceiving eyes will work. It is not that both kinds of eyes will 
keep doing their work at the same time. If someone has the third eye, the degraded and impure world will appear to him as burnt down and he will see the 
pure world through the third eye. He will not look at the deceitful world through these eyes. ‘No one can deceive us’, his stage will become like this. So, 
‘look, the Father says, “no don’t see through these eyes”.’ Blindfold yourselves. Don’t see through these eyes! So, should you blindfold yourselves? Just 
like it is said, ‘Don’t listen to evil [things].’ The Muslims shut their ears, [saying] ‘We won’t listen to anybody. God is incorporeal. We won’t listened to any 
corporeal human being. Along with ‘don’t listen to evil [things], it has be said now, ‘don’t see any evil [things]’. So, should we fold the cloth on these eyes 
seeing evil [things] or become like Dhritarashtra? [Students: We shouldn’t see them despite seeing.] Despite seeing them we shouldn’t see. All right, we 
see through these eyes, we see the impure and degraded world, we see the world that is going to be burnt down, yet what practice should we do? Despite 
seeing we shouldn’t see that world that is deceiving us. We should see that soul. If we see the soul, we will see the sattvik form of the soul. If you look at 
the body, you will see the tamsi form. ‘So, look through the civilized eye; don’t look through the criminal eye. The entire world now is criminalized.’ 
Everyone in the impure and degraded world is impure and degraded; everyone in the pure world is pure. Don’t see this old world. This world is to be 
finished. It will be finished. The Father says, ‘Sweet children, I give you’re the kingdom for 21 births and go away. There won’t be another king there. There 
isn’t even a trace of sorrow there. You become very happy and very wealthy. Look, here people starve so much. Over there you rule over the entire world. 
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You need so little earth. A small garden. Then, there is a gradual expansion and look, till the end of the Iron Age the Tree becomes so big. And vice enters. 
Because the vices enter, that garden of flowers becomes the jungle of thorns. So, the Father also says, “lust is a great enemy”.’  What do you have to do? 
Lust is a great enemy, so which slogan is opposite to it? ‘Lust is a great enemy’ - this is also a slogan, so there will be a slogan opposite to it. ‘Iccha matram 
avidya’ [the stage of not knowing what even a trace of desire is]. Lust means desire. We must have no desire in this world. There must be no desire 
connected with this body. What is needed [to be able] to make spiritual efforts? [A student: The body is needed.] Yes, the body is there. If there is no body, 
there will be no spiritual efforts. Body is there, but what does the body need to make spiritual efforts? It needs two roti. What? It needs a handful of grains. 
The Father gives what…? He give the guarantee for this, ‘My children can’t starve.’ What else do you need? Since he has given the guarantee ,’My 
children can’t starve’, you don’t have to worry even about two roti that need to make spiritual efforts. So, ‘you don’t need anything, iccha matram avidya. 
Because of having desires, needs you become enormously sorrowful. You become sorrowful at the beginning middle and end. Now, you have understood 
knowledge and devotion. Devotion is called hell; and knowledge…’ Is called what? Paradise. How? Hm? Have you met the Ocean of Knowledge or not? 
Hm? You have. If you have met the Ocean of Knowledge, have you received paradise or not? Are! [A student: We have.] Have you also received 
paradise? For how long? [A student is saying something.] When you are aware…? [Students: The stage of the self…] When you are in the stage of the self. 
And when you are not, then? So, right now [you are] in the stage of the self (svasthiti) and right now you are you are in the stage of ‘the external 
consciousness’ (paristhiti). So, what will be said? Have you received paradise? Are! Have you received the Father the Ocean of Knowledge permanently 
or has he disappeared? Are! Have you received him or not? [Students: we have.] You have, so you should be in paradise. If you [really] have received the 
Father, should you be in paradise or should you be in hell? If someone is a child of a multimillionaire or millionaire; he was born in the family of a millionaire, 
should he happy or should he be sorrowful? He should be happy. He shouldn’t experience any sorrow because of [lack of] wealth. Yet, if he is sorrowful, 
what does it prove? That either he is not a child of a millionaire or  he has not connection [with the father]. Now the stage is like this. If we have become 
children of the Father Ocean of Knowledge, we should experience only happiness through the power of knowledge. No matter what circumstances arise, 
our soul shouldn’t feel sorrow. ‘These things have to be understood properly. Now destruction is ‘standing’ before you. That is why you have to make 
spiritual efforts quickly. Sins will be destroyed only through remembering the Father. Only the ones who made spiritual efforts a cycle ago, will make 
[spiritual efforts] now. Don’t become ‘cold’ [i.e. discouraged]. Don’t remember anyone, apart from the Father, because you know that all will cause sorrow 
till the end.’ No matter it seems [to you] now that you receive happiness from them, but the final result will prove what? That the ones in this world who we 
considered to be those who bring happiness will prove to be the one who cause sorrow. ‘You have to remember the one who always gives happiness. You 
must not make mistakes in this.’ If you don’t remember him you won’t become pure. All right. Good morning to the children. 

                                                 
i Mahākāli – The Great Black One; Mahāgaurī – The Great Fair One. 
ii Mahārānī – the highest queen. Patrānī - The one who fell on the ground (pat) in her elevated spiritual efforts to achieve the highest position of queen. 
Maharani – the great queen, the highest queen. Baba’s lesson about these topic – audio nr 47 
iii Bhog – offering/sacrifice for a deity. 
iv Pravritti - literally pravritti means: inclination, tendency, disposition, trend. It can be understood as the inclination of two elements having opposing or 
different natures toward each other; like the soul and the body, the man and the woman. One element without the other is useless, therefore they have to 
join and then only they can perform actions. So, the path of pravritti (pravritti marg) – the path of inclination, relation, the path of being engaged in active 
life; often understood as the path of the household. Nivritti - in contrast to pravritti there is nivritti – isolation, being alone, renunciation. On the path of nivritti 
people renounce the life in the household and they make efforts to gain the eternal liberation  (moksha)remaining in the isolation 
 
-------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for a better understanding of the English sentences. The structure of the English sentence and the structure of 
the Hindi sentence are different. The collocations in both languages are different too. For this reason words in the English sentence are often missing, 
when we want to translate literally what Baba is saying.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
 
This text is only the draft of translation prepared for Baba’s approval. 

 


